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EVERYWHERE

Ye Su & Zhang Si

Telescope is pleased to present “Everywhere,” a new collaborative exhibition by

Ye Su & Zhang Si. The two artists have installed seven groups of works which

include photographs, photographic murals, sculptures, sound, etc. Historical

masterpieces of Chinese painting, contemporary narratives and trends

constitute the underlying and scattered thread running through Ye Su’s latest

works. Zhang Si explores specif ic themes in traditional Chinese painting

through associating these themes with what he sees and hears in daily life.

About the artists

Ye Su, born in Shaoxing, Zhejiang province in 1983. Graduated from the Studio

No.5 of Oil Painting Department, Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts in 2007, B.A.POWERED BY 
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Graduated from the Experimental Art Department, Central Academy of Fine

Arts in 2010, M.A. Currently lives and works in Beijing. Selected exhibitions

include: Everywhere, Ye Su & Zhang Si, Telescope, Beijing (2018), Mapping the

City: A Vision of History and Xi’an, OCAT Xi'an, Xi’an(2018), Bad New Days Ahead,

Taikang Space, Beijing(2017), 2017, THE OFFICE, Beijing(2016),

Urban=Work&Shop - Shanghai Biennale, Jing An Kerry Centre, Shanghai(2014),

The Third Party - Celebration!, Platform China, Beijing(2011).

Zhang Si, born in Wujiang, Jiangsu province in 1987. Graduated from the School

of Chinese Painting, Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2010, B.A. Graduated from

the Experimental Art Department, Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2014, M.A.

Currently lives and works in Beijing, meanwhile contributes for ARTFORUM(CN)

and other media. Selected exhibitions include: Everywhere, Ye Su & Zhang Si,

Telescope, Beijing(2018), Stèles IV: Density Talisman Array, Ying Space,

Beijing(2018), Moments and More: Documents of Culture Pavilion Online Art

Project, OCAT Shanghai, Shanghai(2017), GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAL!, Goethe-

Institut China, Beijing(2016), Image Rebellion, Kong Space, Beijing(2015).
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Exhibition Narrative

Shortly after noon, a plane landed on a stone arch bridge in a southeast

province of China.  This J-20 aircraft f irst landed on a downhill slope of the

bridge, then glided about 300 meters along the concrete path between two

bridges. It gradually slowed down on the uphill slope of the second bridge

eventually coming to a full stop at the top of the arch. Though it was far from

the audience’s viewpoint, one could clearly see the hot sun’s reflection on the

skin of the stealth f ighter.

BiBi, daily patrols the skies above the troubled islands of the Sea of Okhotsk. He

is on a patrol now and will return in f ive minutes. Suddenly his cell phone

vibrated. It was another patrol pilot: ‘OK— HOT— SKY— yellow—blue—’. 

Then an image followed: a mountain cut in half.

Right below their flight path is a place where a river flows into the sea, a place

where boats converge, a place where a Chinese poet returns home after his

overseas studies. The returning poet, expecting to see things as they were

when he left, is surprised to f ind one boat with a young western man and

woman working as the boatmen.  

The body of the young man is like what people in north China call ‘zhuǎng’,

muscular and strong, but the girl’s appearance is different from the typicalPOWERED BY 
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Chinese stereotype of western women, she appears to be somewhat east Asian.

Their images seem to grow larger and larger. The people are larger than

mountains.

I heard someone calling for help, and followed the voice. It was a young boy

thrashing in the water. He desperately wondered why he hadn’t learned better

swimming skills during the team-building program a few days earlier! “Damn

that team building!” “Damn it! ……”

A Chinese master of twentieth century literature once said: “Upon my thirty six

years experience, I am fully aware that springtime before the end of spring is

quite uncomfortable.” At that time the weather is still untenable, but at the end

of spring there are only a couple of days before the start of summer where one

can f ind the window to complete bliss.

Who wouldn’t long to live inside this literati’s season?

But in reality, the situation, as seen at the stone arch bridge, is not hopeful;

people are everywhere, coming and going, getting in and out of boats and cars

not knowing where to go…

Installation view & works
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